
Choosing a Digital Camera

Digital cameras are quickly coming of age as a glance at any computer products catalog will reveal. A
few years ago, only a handful of these cameras were available. Today, there is an overwhelming plethora
of digital cameras.

So how do you choose which camera is best for you? Here
are some of the things you should look for when selecting a
digital camera for use in yearbook photography:

• Select a camera capable of High Res resolution or better
(see table). Low and Standard resolution cameras are best
suited for web pages or newspaper photos.

• Select camera resolution based on the maximum photo
reproduction size you will need (see table). Photos
enlarged beyond this size will have a noticeable loss of
resolution and may look pixelated.

• Use normal camera evaluation criteria when shopping for a digital camera. For example, SLR cameras
will almost always be a better choice than models with a separate shutter and viewfinder.

• Only use “optical zoom” specs and settings for comparing cameras and actually taking photos. The
“digital zoom” feature only enlarges an area of the photo and inserts interpolated pixels to boost the
resolution back to the original, non-digitally-zoomed value.

• Avoid cameras labeled, “takes still pictures only.” These cameras require a perfectly still scene for
several seconds while they capture the image.

• Make sure the camera comes with an LCD viewer so you can evaluate and review your photos
immediately after taking them. You can then delete and retake bad photos on the spot.

• Cameras that store their images on Flash or PCMCIA (PC) cards offer more “sharing” options than
those that use other media. These cards are much easier to read on laptop or desktop computers. If you
don’t have a card reader for your desktop computer or a PC slot on your laptop, plan on getting a PC
card reader and at least one extra card when you get the camera. If the camera uses Flash cards, make
sure to get a PC adapter for Flash cards. The PC card reader allows the photographer to keep taking
photos using the second card while photos on the first card are being download into the computer. Get
several additional cards if you want to be able to arm your photographer with multiple “rolls” of this
digital film.

• For direct camera-to-computer connections, Firewire and SCSI are preferred over standard serial or
USB (universal serial bus) connections. Serial and USB can be relatively slow while Firewire and SCSI
are lighting fast. You may need to purchase a Firewire or SCSI interface card for your computer if these
ports are not included, but you will probably find this additional expense well worth the time savings.
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elbatpeccanU 023 042 a/n a/n

675 634 a/n a/n

046 084 a/n a/n

867 215 a/n a/n

seRhgiH 4201 867 "6.2x"4.3 7p51x5p02

2511 867 "6.2x"8.3 7p51x01p22

2511 468 "9.2x"8.3 5p71x01p22

2511 278 "9.2x"8.3 5p71x01p22

4711 488 "9.2x"9.3 5p71x5p32

seRhgiHyreV 0821 069 "2.3x"3.4 2p91x01p52

0821 4201 "4.3x"3.4 5p02x01p52

4431 8001 "4.3x"5.4 5p02x0p72

4431 4201 "4.3x"5.4 5p02x0p72

0441 0801 "6.3x"8.4 7p12x01p82

6351 4201 "4.3x"1.5 5p02x7p03

seRlanoisseforP 0061 0021 "0.4x"3.5 0p42x01p13

2171 8631 "6.4x"7.5 7p72x2p43

0671 8611 "9.3x"9.5 5p32x5p53

2971 0021 "0.4x"0.6 0p42x0p63

0081 0021 "0.4x"0.6 0p42x0p63

0002 2131 "4.4x"7.6 5p62x2p04


